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A global decentralized
investment network

Introduction
Investoland’s ecosystem will connect
entrepreneurs and investors worldwide,
with no regards for political borders and
leaving behind the inefficient traditional
models.

Main problems today

Some of those issues are:

Crowd investments as an industry, in its current
form is vastly inefficient and it harms potential
entrepreneurs and investors.

• High banking costs
• Compliance with each jurisdiction's regulatory
issues
• High minimum amounts
• Not scalable
• Runs on centralized databases
• Leaves room for human error (or negligence)
on day-to-day operations

Traditional/current model
Centralized business models operate with
multiple points of failure, unnecessary delays
and high costs.
We can see how the investment process and
payout are subject to arbitrary measures and
human error, with international bank transfer
fees difficulting the scaling of crowd
investments companies in particular.

Investment process

Traditional/current model
Payouts
This cumbersome process takes up several days,
cost hundreds of dollars and is subject to random
actions by the unnecessary middlemen.
It’s also subject to arbitrary regulation in the
jurisdiction of the company, the platform and the
investor. The process has multiple points of failurelegal, technical and operational.

Smart contract based-model

Investment process

A smart contract-based model eliminates the need
for inefficient processes, paving the way to an
efficient investment process with a global scale.

Payouts

The benefits of investments
based on Ethereum
smart contracts

Basing investments on top of the Ethereum network
will reap the following benefits:
• Security
• Transparency

By basing investments on Ethereum smart contracts
they will become a more efficient, transparent and
secure way to do business.

• Time efficiency

Every transaction will be automated by a smart
contract, in contrast to traditional models where
transactions need to be manually processed, leaving
room for error and delay. The code is available for
audit, and the transactions are forever registered in
the Ethereum blockchain.

• No bureaucracy

• Cost efficiency
• Borderless transactions

•Pseudo-anonymity
• Allowing the unbanked to participate
• No room for human error on day-to-day operations
• No censorship
• Access to a whole new market – the crypto economy

Who will be a part of
Investoland?

All these smart contract will be set to be fulfilled
with the native currency, the Inve Coin.

• SeSocio.com will migrate its ongoing operations to
Investoland's network, and by doing start its
decentralization.
• Companies will be able to use the Investoland network
to shift from the inefficient traditional model to one using
smart contracts, without the need to develop their own
technology team.
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Token Economics

At Investoland’s ecosystem the Inve token will be
the fuel for the actual projects living within the
network. It will be the means of achieving a goal.
The user will use the native currency to get ahold of
the project tokens. These coins are then used to
finance real-world investments and contribute to the
productivity of the project’s region, improving the
quality of life of everyone involved.

In exchange for his tokens, the investor will yield
returns from the project in a secure and efficient way
through blockchain technology.

How investments will be performed:

Floor price
The network's native currency would have a
theoretical floor price determined by the tradeable
assets in the network that will only be purchasable
with Inve. The theoretical floor price will be
determined as follows:

In a wise market the price per token wouldn't go
below this number, however, and mainly for
speculative reasons, the price might fluctuate above
this floor price but it would be an economical
nonsense for it to be priced below it.
In other words, the minimum token price would be
determined by the underlying assets being traded in
the network, and in an ever expanding asset list, with
a limited supply of tokens, the logical step is for the
coin’s minimum price would be to grow to match the
assets purchasable at the network.

Trading / Liquidity
If you were to sell 5% of the house you bought for
monthly dividends, depending on the jurisdiction, it
would cost around 5% of the house’s value.
More over, you would have to manually send the
profit shares to the buyers.

Trading / Liquidity
This costs and delays are product
of outdated institutions and
processes.

By tokenizing the underlying
investment people can seamlessly
monetize their investment by
finding buyers on the network.

Trading / Liquidity
In addition to its peer-to-peer
trading platform, projects within
SeSocio will have an integrated
continuous liquidity mechanism.
This mechanism will act as a smart
contract-governed market maker,
with constant buy and sell offers,
at a price constantly adjusted by
supply and demand.
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How will this work?

SeSocio.com
The network's first company to base its operations
on investoland's network will be our own site
SeSocio.com, thus making the native currency the
only way to be able to perform the investments for
the projects living within our site.
Additionally, our site will provide some off-chain
features to further benefit both the investor and the
entrepreneur.

These features include, but are not limited to:
• Due diligence on the entrepreneur
• Marketing campaigns
• An off-chain legal arrangement to bind the
entrepreneur with the smart contract participants
• An incentive-based social network funded by 5% of
gross commissions, distributed to social network
participants on the basis of merit as determined by the
community

Social Network
Users will create content and get rewarded for it
according to the value the community decides that
content is worth.
This way people will work hard, not only for the
growth of the community they are a part of and
have a stake in, but for the reward assigned by
the incentive algorithm. This incentive model
will establish a trust model between users and
contribute to the decentralization of trust, not
requiring the site’s direct approval for a user to
have faith in a project.

The incentive-based social network will be available
at SeSocio.com, with an incentive fund consisting of
5% of the site’s gross commissions.

Incentive-based social network payout
Users will determine the rewards for the content
about the projects.
By making the reward system a built-in feature and
presetting the amount of tokens to be distributed
we are shifting the question from “Should I pay?” to
“Who should we pay”?
This way we will allow the community to determine
who is trustworthy, and who is not.

Smart contract interface
Smart contracts can improve many day-to-day
financial transactions.
Investoland will provide a simple smart contract
interface to allow everyday interactions to be
governed through an Ethereum smart contract.
This will allow non-programmer users to turn the
following cumbersome process between a
restaurant owner and his globally scattered 4
partners from this:

to this:

We will provide an easy and intuitive smart
contract interface.
People will select from a list of predetermined
smart contracts and fill in the blanks with their
specific conditions. It will allow for trustless
transactions to replace inefficient and costly
ways of carrying financial interactions for both
individuals and companies.

Token Sale
We will have a token sale with a hard cap of 37,87 million dollars. The sale will be done in three different phases:

PRE SALE

November 2018 / May 2019

CROWDSALE

May / June 2019

Token Sale
1º Pre-ICO phase:

2º Public ICO phase:

The pre-sale stage will be made available to
investors in a public manner at a fixed price of
USD 0.4 (for SeSocio’s stockholders), USD 0.5
(to SeSocio’s previous users and whitelisted
investors) and USD 0.60, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 per
token (for the general public) with the
possibility to access a discount based on the
amount invested in all stages.

The crowdsale will be publicly available,
governed by a smart contract with
immutable, predefined conditions.
This smart contract will issue Inves, a
standard ERC20 token, with the pair
USD/Inve. It will start at 1 USD per token.

The crowdsale formula will be the following:

The crowdsale will begin at 1 USD per token and
grow according to the aforementioned formula

Road Map

Road Map
2017

2018

Q1

- Selected by Chilean government to be
economically supported
- First investment round. Valuation: 1,5M

Q1

- 23,000 investments achieved
- Marketing efficiency Cost: 1,69
cents per dollar invested on projects.
- Fourth Round: Valuation: 20M

Q2

- First Transaction made in Argentina
- First Funded Project
- First revenue generation
- First P2P trading transaction
- Positive Marginal Contribution
- First employee
- 2,500 investments achieved
- Selected by Ministry of Technology
Argentina to get a Subsidy
- Selected by Sinergia Uruguay to be
supported and facilitate establishment in
Uruguay

Q2

Q3

Q4

- Projects reworked section launched
- Second Investment Round: Valuation: 3,0M
- Selected to get economic support and
mentorship by Buenos Aires Innovation
department
-First cryptocurrency investments
- First Month with Net Income
- Chile Launch
- 8,000 investments achieved
- Third Round. Valuation; 7,5M
- Selected by Ministry of Technology to get
another subsidy

Q3

Q4

- Partnership with CryptoOracle to
prepare ICO
- Fifth investment Round. Valuation:
50M
- Investors from more than 30
countries
- Partnership with Gresham
International to handle legal affairs
for ICO
- Whitepaper finished
- RoadShow ICO

- Token sale
- 60,000 investments achieved
- 70 funded projects
- 30 Employees

2019

2020

Q1

- Team Reinforcement

Q1

SeSocio's projects migrate to a smart-contract
governed system with the inve as the only means
of payment

Q2

-Token generation event
- Listing in Bancor's
decentralized exchange
- Inve token as a form
of payment with perks at
SeSocio.com
- Listing on a series of
exchanges

Q2

SeSocio's economic incentive-based social
network migration to investoland

Q3

Business development for adding other
companies to investoland network

Q4

Business development for adding other
companies to investoland network

2021
Q3

Q4

-Deployment of ERC20
security token for projects
within the platform
- Deployment of the project's
continuous liquidty protocol

-Deployment of SeSocio's
decentralized trading
platform
-First batch of financial
specific smart contracts

Q1

Other companies migrations

Q2

Other companies migrations

Q3

Marketing & promotion to empower the network

Q4

Network fully operating

2022
Q1

Further development

Core Team

Advisors

Partners
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The Investments supermarket

